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Dunng a lecture n 1819, Hans Christian 
Oersted discovered 10 his surprise that electrical 
currenl running through a wire made Ihe wire act like 
a magnet. In October, 1831. Michael Fiiraday 
discovered the reverse effect: that movmg a magnet 
In and out of a coil of wire produced electric current 
in The coil and the faster the magnet moved, ine 
more current was produced These two discoveries 
ted to the development of electricity as a medum of 
energy. Today we generate electncrty by usng water 
or steam pressure lo turn shafts with huge magnets 
attached to them The shafts and magnets are 
surrounded by cods of wire so that, as the shaft turns, 
the moving magnets produce electnc currenl n ihe 
coils If an eteclnc motor ts plugged *no the currenl. 
the e*ectncity tows into the motor s cote and turns 
the magnets on the mofcy's shaft the drill drills, the 
turntable turns. 

Faraday's drscovery ateo applies to tape record* 
ing and playback. A tape head is actually an electro
magnet with coils of wire inside When music is 
translated Into electrical current, the current is seni 
to the nead to act as a magnel putting magnetic print 
patterns on the tape. 

When recorded tape runs pesi the Woytack 
head the m a g r ^ pnrrts on the tape create a 
current in the head W M K * is ampMted m me c h a « o* 
aurJo components and rs frnaHy fed to the speakers 
The current nouced m the head (rts output), however, 
ctoes no! depend drectty on the magnetic signal on 
thoiape the current depends on the rale o( change 
in the tkix level, or. tfi other words, on how fast the 
magnetic prints move past the head, just as In 
Faraday's coil Recorded tape not moving past the 
head generates no signal in the head at air S*nce 
high frequencies have more prints than low fre
quencies (cl, FK> 3, Notebook W), they have a 

greater rato of change (they seem to be moving 
faster*) and. consequently, they have more output. In 
terms of voltage, the output increases at a rate of 
GdB per octave twice as much output every time 
the trequency is doubled. To compensate for this 
increasing oulput (FIG 1 A), the playback section of a 
tape recorder has a decreasing siepe built into its 
curcultry(FIG 1B) so that the increase p*us the 
decrease is "equalized+ for a flat response (FIG 1Q 
Equalization makes up for the dtlerences m oulput 
by making them eQjal However, as frequencies 
increase and the distances between prints (wav? 
lengths) grow shorter, high frequency losses due to 
such factors as stow tape speed. wx»e playback 
gaps, and imitatore in the tape cause the edftoctave 
output increase lo leve* 0 » and begn lo drcp To 
solve this problem the effect ol !he decreasing slope 
(B) is removed at a particular frequency pomi so that 
the natural high frequency oulput increase makes LO 
for the ireblelosses 

The first lernc oxide tapes made for cassette 
recorders began (0 K&e their 6dB/octave increase at 
a relatively low frequency because the cassette tape 
moved much more slowly than open-reel recorders. 
The output increase droned 3d6 at a transition paM 
of 1326 3 H/. 90 the "equalization** decrease (B) was 
removed at this trequency In electronic engineering 
terms, this transition point was achieved with a feme 
constant ol 120 microseconds' I4& one millionth ol a 
second) 

The rwenten ol chromum (tonde tapes sgnrt 
icantiy improved cassone f*gh heojency response 
WM*- a total v new kind ol tape oxide that was more 
ellicient at short wavelengths than lernc oxide for
mulas Because 0^ thts efficiency, the transition point 
of CRO* moved to a higher frequency of 2.273.6 
Hz. or 70>is EQ The time constant ol 70/iS is 
advantageous because «I allows the 6d8/octavt> 

FIG. 1 



slope (B) to continue longer and. In effect, "boosts" 
lewer nigh frequencies (FIG. 2); and less high 
frequency boost means less tape hiss gets boosted 
ai the same time- The major audib*e difference be
tween cassette tapes is not in high or normal bias, 
but In 70 or 120-ps equalization: the 7<tys EO will 
afways provide about 4,5 d B less tape hiss. 
Chromium dioxide, chrome-equivalent, ferrichrome. 
and metal particle tapes all use 70^s playback EO 

There is another cassette playback time con-
slant in addition to 120 jis and 70 us that is not as 
widely known: 3180 us (50 Hz transition point). 
Instead ol boosting the lowest bass frequencies so 
much that there may be problems with hum or low 
frequency noise, those frequencies below 50 Hz are 
rolled off slightly on playback. To make up tor this roll-
off, the record EO gives those Irequencies a boost 
during recording equal to the playback rolloff. Some 
manufacturers, however, are abandoning the 3180-MS 
time constant standard because they (eel that new 
head designs for better low freauency response are 

restricted by this lime constant A tape recorded on a 
machine with the 31 BOyS EO and played back on a 
deck without it will have too much bass unless a tone 
control can reduce it to a degree. 

Playback equalization is standardized so that 
any tape recorded on any one machine will sound the 
same on all machines when it is played back because 
all machines should have exactly the same playback 

EO, Since the types ol heads, circuitry, and tape 
formulations do differ, any adjustments are made to 
recording equalization or "preemphasis" ina partic
ular recorder using a particular tape. The adjust
ments are made to record EO so that the frequency 
response on playback is flat according to the stan-
darò playback EO which all decks follow (FIG. 3). All 
decks use some amount of record EO to grve the 
high frequencies a boost before recording 
because the high frequency losses cannot be com
pensated enough simply by removing the decreasing 
slope with playback EQ. Boosting the high fre
quencies before recording also avoids increasing the 
tape hiss that accompanies playback EQ. but the 
record EO must not be so great that it boosts the 
highs to distortion or saturatkxi caused by overload
ing the tape. So. while playback EQ is standard on all 
machines, each machine has an adjustable record 
EQ which is used to insure flat frequency response at 
the standard playback equalizations. 

Open reet tapes also use equalization, and the 
faster speeds available moan less drastic frequency 
alteration. Complications arise, however because ol 
a variety of speeds and because ot different stan
dards— NAB, DIN, IEC. andCClR, Most American 
and Japanese ooen-reei decks conform to NAB stan
dards somewhat similar to those used in cassette 
decks. The chief (Jtference between the NAB and the 
Other, European, standards e that the NAB allows the 
6dBtoctave stope m playback to continue lo a higher 
transition freauency lo reduce more tape hiss, and 
the bass does not receive as much playback boost in 
order to avo*d hum problems and low frequency 
noise NAB standards call lor a 3l80?iS EO rolloff for 
the bass lor 3 V*. 7 Vi .and 15 inches per second (ips); 
the high frequency lime constant is 90 u$ (1768 Hz) 
for 33/4 and 50 MS (31B3 Hz) lor both Vh and 15 ips. 
At 30 ips there is no bass attenuation; 17.5 uz (9095 
Hz) is the h*gh Irequency EQ 
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European standards, known as DIN (German). 
!EC (international), or CCIR (French) use different 
lime constants (FIG. 4 ) . The 3 % ips speed uses the 
same as those ot the NAB, but other speeds have no 
bass roJIof* at all. High frequency time constants are 
7QMS ( 2 2 7 4 Hz) for VA ips and 3 5 M$ ( 4 5 4 7 Hz) for 
1 5 ips. 

EQUALIZATION 
(OPEN R E E L ) 

Some professional machines are designed so 
that a choice of NAB or IEC p ayoack FO is available 
An open-reel recorder using NAB EQ uses a bass 
boost on record equalization io make up for the 
31 BCHiS roliotf on playback NAB lime constants also 
call 'or more record preemphasis of the high fre
quencies than the IEC time constants because the 
high frequency turnover or transition point occurs at 
higher frequencies to avoid more hiss (compare the 
4 . 5 dB less noise of a cassette time conslam of 7 0 H S 

compared to 120 us) The drawback is that (he exlra 
preemphasis pushes the high frequencies closer to 
the point ol distortion or saturation because of the 
boost- A 14,000 Hz tone will be boosted about 6-8 dB 
higher than a tone of 333 Hz at VA ips; 10- i2dBat 
3 V* ips: and as much as 16-20 dB at cassette 
speeds. What musical content exists at such a h?gh 
Irequency generally has about 40 dB less energy 
than musical content in the midrange. bui live music 
and high quality discs can contain much greater high 
Irequency energy When that greater hkjh irequency 
energy gets an extra 16-20 dB boost it can easily 
saturate the tape. 

The change in the 6dB/octave slope to a less 
steep curve ts determined by an electronic resistor -
capacitor network built into a tape deck. The turnover 
Irequency is determined by the formula; 

F r e a u e n c y = _ ! _ = — m i l * — 
2nT Time Constant Value 

where T is trie time constant in microseconds,and 
the Time Constant Value is an integral number such 
as 70 or 120. The time constant itself is determined 
by the values ol the resistance multiplied by the 
capacitance in the R-C network. For example, a 
10,000 ohm resistor X a 0.007 microfarad capacitor 
will provide a time conslant of: 

lO.OOOohms x (7 x 10~* farads) = 70 x 10"* 
seconds = 70 MS 

The seconds in microseconds refers to time. Resis
tance multiplied by capacitance results in units of 
time: 

R = ohm = y a s s x Length* 
Time x Charge 1 

C = Farad = gg x Sgg 
Mass x Length2 

R x C = T i m e ^ ^ 

(RECORD! NAB 

(RECORD) CCIR IDINI-
IPLAY) CCIR(0INI 

(PS EQUALIZATION 
1PLAV1 NAB 

F R E Q U E N C Y ( H Z ) 
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Magnetic recording tape has grown immensely pop
ular because of the development ot plastic cartridges 
and cassettes. Until tape was stored safely in a plastic 
case1 which could easily be inserted mio a recorder or 
playback unii, magnetic tape was only used by those 
confident enough in their manual dexterity to handle 
denteale ribbons ot coated plastic film and to thread 
them around a maze of guides, litters, and capstans. 
Cartridges and cassettes made it easy: the tape came 
threaded around guides built into the plastic housing. 
Although ease of handling was an obvious benelii ot 
the new tape formats, a disadvantage was that the 
tape alignment and guidance formerly entrusted to 
hardened sleet pans on open-reel machines was now 
Wit to the somewhat suspeci plastic parts of the tape 
housings 

The development of the untsette, eteaset. and 
dcxnest*c video cassettes provides some evidence that 
engineers did not put full confidence in plastic hous
ings in these formats the recording machine itself 
provides the tape alignment and guidance after it 
draws the tape from the shells and places *l on the 
transport system ot the deck. The audio cassette, 
however has constantly been improved by refinements 
of ihesftelt New materials, new designs .end new 
manufacturing techniques have all contributed to 
making the internal guiding of the tape more exact, 
more uniform, and more retiawe. 

The basic parts which constitute a precision 
cassette are: 
2 shell halves p*us their windows 
2 lubricated foil sheets, often called "slip sheets' 
2 hubs, each with an interlocking piece to attach the 
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2 roller guides on lubricated stainless steel axle ptns 
1 metal shield 
i pressure pad 
tape and 2 leaders (or a ' eadcr and trailer'1) 

attached to the hubs 
The halves are joined either by four or five stainless 
steel screws or by sonic welding. Either method can 
give a good seal Five screws provide a more rigid fit 
than four screws* and sonic welding is even better in 
termsof rig id const ruction The five-screw constructor!, 
however. i$ more popular because there is no risk of 
neat (fcstortcn due to welding and because it allows 
the user to take apart and reassemble the casselle 
with relative ease. 

Poor Quality cassettes reveal themselves by missing 
parts or poorly formed pans, not by the melhod of 

sealing. Bo lei guides are usually me tirsi pans to be 
eliminated in cheap cassettes The roher guides are 
replaced by little plastic posts around which the tape is 
dragged but not guided Somolirnes the roller guide will 
be there, but the axle pin will be an ordinary steel pin 
When this p*n oxidi2es and expands, the roller guide 
revolves irregularly and finally ©cks. becoming a frg 
piaste post The rusted pin and the sticking n>ler 
cannot guide the tape properly and witl not give the 
smooth. fWter free movement ot a weu desired 
guide Cheap cassettes oftan eliminate the stp sheets, 
ateo These sheets made ot a variety t><*st c films 
with tettov s*cone. or graphrte kjbrcatcn. act as 
bear mg surtaces tor the hutw and as genoe gurtes lor 
the tape packs Without them a cassette housing can
not provoe umlorm tape travel and cannot reduce 
taoe edge damage 

Each part ot the cassette is designed tor a particular 
function In order for It to perform properly each part 
must be designed and manufactured properly Sloppy 
parts assure sloppy oorformance. The function ol the 
individual parts and important parameters are dis
cussed below (cf Fig 1): 
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ì Metal shield. 
The melai shield is a remnant ol the early days of the 
cassette when players and recorders used high 
impedance heads and were likely to pick up noises 
from stray electromagnetic fields* Modern heads have 
lower impedances and are relatively Immune to stray 
l*ekls, Dui the shield is maintained tn order to De com-
patiDle with o*d cassette machines. The material 
should be nonmagnetic with good permeability to 
draw fields away from the head 
2 , Pressure Pad, 
The pressure pad pusnes the tape against the head in 
order to achieve good tape/head contact which is 
essential for high frequency response at slow cassette 
speeds. Pressure pads can be mounted on foam sup
ports or on metal springs, which are less Itkeiy to lose 
their elasticity under different environmental condì* 
tons The pad must be posil«yieo accurately so that it 
contacts ihe wide variety of head shapes in use today; 
for example, discrete heads, combination heads, and 
sandwiched record and playback heads The ifter nap 
of the pad must be very tight so thai loose fibers do not 
work their way between the head and the tape to 
cause dropouts of the audio signal. The pressure 
exerted by the pad must be within specified limits: too 
ittle pressure prevents good contact and too much 

deforms the tape 

3 Hubs. 
ThehubsareusualiyatoW'frction.Deinn* -typeclastic 
Concentric ity is essential to provide smooth tape 
movement. Concentricity must also be maintained at 
the point of the attachment of the leader to the hub 
Much has been made ol special Oc lamp attachments 
whose shape matches thai ol the hub. but the Oclarnp 
is merely a rounded version of a very old style of 
clamp A newer, safer method »s to use a staking pin 
designee to M insite Ihe perimeter of the hie Both 
clamps are Just as effective as long as neither clamp 
mie/teres with ihe roundness of the tape pack by 
protruding from the htt> or by leaving too large a gap in 
its fitting. The thick leader ribbon which forms the first 
wraparound Ihe hub defines the effective concen
tricity, not the slyte of the clamp. The hubs have a 
certain amount ol play in the shell because they acapt 
to the feed and takeup shafts of the machines in which 
they are placed. Bearing surfaces in contact with the 
shell halves must Do free of burrs and surface imper
fections to insure smooth and wobble free movement. 
4. Leader. 
The leader is a polyester lilm which is thicker than that 
used as backing for the tape in order for the leader to 
withstand the shock of sudden tension when the tape 
runs to the hifc attachment in fast wind modes. Some 
leaders are designed as "non-abrasive head cleaners" 
which work by using their roughened surface to scrape 
debns off the head. This method is Mnon*abrasive" 
only in the sense that it is mercifully short. Head 
cleaning leader also happens to work in the wrong 
direcion Debris should be wiped out of the head gap 
not scraped into It The proper way to clean a head is 
use a cleaning solvent designed for heads' and to 
atWy it to the head with a swab in a motion oaralief lo 
the tape gaps, not m the ejection of tape movement. 
5 Roller Guides. 
The guides are very cnlical for proper alignment, 
especially in double-capstan drive systems. Their axle 
pins must be wobbie-iree and aligned so* to the piane 
of tape travet in order to avoid shitting the tape across 

the heads (Pig. 2]. The guide iiseif should be perfectly 
concentric Us shaft should have a slight bulge to it 
with me widest part exactly in the middle of the tape 
path The molding Technique musi be such thai no 
seam or burr exists anywhere on the guide. The ends 
of the gutie have flanges with very snarp delineation 
for the best tape contact. The roller is usually low 
friction Oemn1 -type plastic. 

Fig. 2: Influence of various types ol rollers on 
constancy of phases and level of output 

6 Shell Halves. 
The shell halves are the most visible parts of the 
cassette, out many of their important design points are 
within the housing and not obvious The ptaslic 
molding should have good definition and few flow 
marks tor reasons of cosmetics, the indivkJual parts 
should be aligned with extreme precision for reasons 
of performance Critical points are: the faces and 
edges ol the cassette which are the support points 
used by various cassette machines for holding the 
cassette (Fig 3): the hub support area: the fittings tor 

(DIN 45 516; IEC 94) 
Fig, 3: Support surfaces of compact cassette 

Tne physical relationship between the cassette and the 
recorder/player is critical lorgood performance The 
darkened support surfaces above are used by the 
machine to align the housing and, therefore, the angle 
of tape/head contact There are three holding points 
tor the cassette: e<tner two points on the top support 
surface and one reference hole, or one upper support 
point arid both reference holes. (Only three points are 
chosen for the same reason that a three-legged stool is 
more stable on varying surfaces than a four-legged 
chair wooid&ej 
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the roller guide axles, and the piaste "Droges and 
pins in the open area where the head ana capstan/ 
pinch roller penetrate (Figs 4 & S). Those last parts are 
extremely important because the heaa pushes the 
tape against them alter they havfl left ine roller guide; il 
they are not properly aligned vertically, they can tilt the 
tape slightly in one diroclon or the other and cause 
errors in azimuth alignment (Fig. 6) Neither accurate 
roller guides nor dual-capstan conirol can make up for 
this kind of a2imuth error because neither can isolate 
the tape f'om an o't-center tut 

Fig. 4 : The important elements influencing the 
tape alignment in the cassette (the base of the 
asymmetric shell) 

:K4I WÎ Î un *** 

Fig. 5; Relationship between the deviation of the 
left pin from the vertical (angle ol the error appro*. 
10 times exaggerated) and the loss ot level at 10 
kHz in dB 

The cassette housing has three rectangular 
openings meant for the erase head to the lelt. the 
playback head in the center, and the pinch roller to the 
right Two circular holes on the tace allow the 
capstans) lo fit behind the tape; the two other, square
like holes are "reference holes" meant tor pins on 
machines to hold the cassette m position Plastic tabs 
on the top edge of the housing can be broken off in 
order to prevent recording over Of accidentally erasing 
recorded material The teli tab prevents erasure of the 
side lacing the viewer Chromium dioxide and other 
high bias tapes have square notches next io the tabs 
so that recorders can distinguish between these tapes 
and normal tapes if the recorders automatically select 
the proper bias and eqjahzatCn Housings lor metal 
particle tapes have two additional sqjare notches m 
the center of the top edge to distinguish them from 
chromium dioxide tapes. 

Fijj. 6: Angle of azimuth error caused by 
misaligned tape 

A small degree ol azimuth error wifl reduce high fre
quency output without an apparent reduction of mid-
range &}d tow frequency output because ot the differ* 
ences in the width ol the magnetic prints: the higher 
the frequency the shorter the wavelength ana the 
narrower the magnetic print tfa very narrow magnetic 
print crosses the gap at an angle (such as a above) 
and i$ not perfectty parallel to the gap, the gap cannot 

1 veacT " the entire print at a single moment One end of 
the print will have crossed the gap before the other end 
reaches tt Ihe partial reading ot the print wilt reduce 
the output which would have been generated had the 
entire print been read- An error o/!i* for example, will 
reduce the output of 10 kHz by 3d8 A lower frequency 
with a wider print will not suiter the same amount ot 
reduction in output because its print Is significantly 
wtder man the gap. and the gap win miss a smaller 
percentage of the print 

Cassette housings and hardware transport systems 
have improved considerably from the early days ot 
constant lamming and wrinkled tapes. Research 
continues todeveKp further refinements to make per* 
lorrnance even better A new, long window housing 
introduced by BASF incorporates many of the latest 
refinements to eliminate one of the last and most 
persistant flaws inherent in cassette housings — lape 
skewing Tape skew introduces azimuth errors as the 
tape moves out of alignment with the head gaps. The 
audiWe result is both a loss ot high frequencies and a 
loss of stereo imagery if the error is great enough 

The high frequencies are lost because the very narrow 
and short magnetic pnnls of high frequencies cannot 
be resolved by a playback gap IF they cross the gap at 
an angle rather than straight on The slereo image is 
affected by a change of synchronization as one track 
runs across its gap slightly ahead of or behind the 
second hack A signal intended to lit "tn between" two 
speakers should be recorded on two tracks and played 
back at the same level, if its magnetic prints do not 
cross :he gaps simultaneously, the image wilt shift to 
the speaker receiving the earfler signal 

The causes ol tape misalignment not due to the 
tape are due to imprecisely formed points ol tape 
contact in the housing or the potntsol housing/recorder 
contact. IF the housing itself is physically distorted, it 
will not 'te at the correct angle lacing the heads. In 
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order to prevent misshapen cassette housings, BASF 
uses a highly condensed polysiyrol plastic capable of 
withstanding a temperature ol 85 °C (185'F) lor a 2* 
hour period without warping. This endurance trial 
known as the Ford test, is seldom passed by 
competitive housings The long window. molded at the 
same thickness as the shell wall, provides actional 
reinforcement lor the halves. 

All BASF cassettes incorporate a patented tape 
guide called the SM or Security Mechanism guide. This 
gu*de. ol Delnn* plastic, has flanged edges which 
work scnewhal like packing arms in aligning the tape 
from or onto the hubs rather than relying solely on slip 
sheets which contact the tape edges All casseiies 
suffer some degree ot tape edge damage afte* 
repeated passes, especially at lasi winding speeds, 
because ol the edge/shell contact The SM guide is 
designed to control and guide the tape even ir cases 
of serious damage so that the tape does not nde over 
the tape pack and gel caught m the hub spindle area 
The most rugged use a casselie is likely to undergo is 
that in car stereo systems. An endurance test con
ducted by a noted car stereo manufacturer showed 
Fewer failures in cassettes using SM guides (BASF 
cassettes and others) than in those without them. 

Molding techniques tor the new long window design 
have been given the utmost care in the areas of tape/ 
shell contact The roller axles, the bridges, the plastic 
guide pins, and the pressure pad stops are molded at 
extremely precise angles to maintain correct tape 
travel without causing the tape to skew. The most sig
nificant feature, however, is the shell halt design. Man* 

ufacturers* attempts to make mirror-image hatves in 
order to achieve perfect tape alignment have not taken 
into account the fact that all interna* parts involved in 
tape guidance, such as the rotter guides and roller 
axles, would also have to be mirrored by an exact op
porle. If one roller guide faces downward, the other 
would have to face upward. In addition, each tape 
contact po«il would have to be mirrored by its exact 
cpposite, exact in every dimension, angle, and surlace 
characteristic. Tape travel on side 1 of a mirroMmage 
design cannot match that of &de 2 if there is any differ-
enee al ail between halves. The slightest difference 
between halves will cause the tape to track differently 
on both sides 

BASF has developed a different design which totally 
avoids any mirror tmage mismatch all the tape 
contact points are on side t as a base, and side 2 pro 
vtfles the cover The cover fits tightly on the base with 
an off center joint at the area of tape travel so that the 
tape touches no parts of the seam. Any mismatch be
tween halves, no matter how slight, wilt not affect the 
tape travel since that depends on one solid piece, not 
two. The angle of travel from side 1 Is much more likely 
to match that of side 2 if the elements of error have 
been cut in half. 

The improvement m tape guidance « significant 
Cassette tape has seen major improvements in 
increasing htgh Ireguency output, but unless that out
put t$ maintained in a stable manne', the increase will 
be of little practical value The Jong window design ol 
the new BASF housing is an irrportanl step in tape 
guidance and In freeing the cassette from what was 
once called an inherent hmtatioa 
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Pins and Stays in the Cassette 

JO 

Remember that* if there is a high 
Irequency toss, (he pins in the 
cassette which guide the tape could 
be the cause. The main point is that 
they must be made so precisely that 
they cause no (ape deflexion and 
stand in perfect vertically. But what 
does "perfect" mean, considering the 
'order of magnitude" to which this 
applies? 

In order to discover and. at the same 
time, to measure the influence of dif
ferent recorder transport systems. 
BASF technicians built an extremely 
accurate cassette for measurement 
purposes (Fig. 24). It is completely 
functional {obviously only on one 
side) because the pins and stays are 
arranged as in any cassette but are 
constructed of adjustable steel pins^ 
In order to be able to measure any 
desired slanting in the area of 
thousandths of a millimeter, a special 
"slant measurement tool" was built 
(Fig. 25). With this tool the pins and 
stays ol the mass produced cassettes 
are also being measured. 

fig 24 
The pins and stays ol ine BASF mechanics* reference cassette are pfe&s&y aójustaoto tn thous
andths of e mfàrìretw Only Wth $vcn a precision toot {specialty manufactured?) can the attowa&Q 
totaiances of the pins enti stays to determined tor mass produced cassettes. 

Fig. 25 
WW> trvs slant rnee-
surement tool * 
BASF's own unique 
construction, asrsihe 
mechanic^ refer
ence cassetta - the 
accuracy o4 the pins 
and stays *s mea
sures 

Extensive, time-consuming research 
with the mechanical reference 
cassette has shown what degree ot 
slanting is still tolerable, that is. has 
no audible Influence on the playback 
of mush:. 

These measurements determined the 
degree of precision required of the 
injection molding equipment. Here, 
too. it is a matter of a few thousandths 
of a millimeter. That sounds good, 
but it requires a great deal ol work In 
the building of the injection molds and 
continuous, rigorous control in 
manufacturing the housing This is 
the only way the precision of the mo
dern BASF compact cassettes Is 
achieved and maintained. Here, 
naturally, BASF's long experience in 
injection molding technology and 
plastics is an advantage. 
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